Philadelphia February, 20, 1927

**PHILADELPHIA JOURNAL-MAIL.**

**1927 HONOR MEN WILL BE SELECTED IN FINAL ELECTION HELD TODAY**

Representative Primary Vote Choose Eight Outstanding Seniors as Candidates

FOUR POSITIONS TO BE FILLED

Undergraduate Council Warns Students That No Excorcising Will Be Allowed at Announcements in the Campus.

In the primary election for the Honor Men of the Class of 1927, held yesterday in the Science Building, a record vote was cast. The following men were present: Charles R. Reilly, Frank Eason, Joseph A. Weller, Edward A. Dresch, Dudley Markies, Robert A. McCann, Edward A. Knight, and George F. Wolfe.

The final election is to be held from 20 to 25 March, in which theDATA (*.csv) format has been used to represent the text. Here is a summary of the text content:

**FRATERNITY BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT PROGRESSES**

Greek Letter Quarterly Play 25 Games in Annual Coat Contests for Spaulding Cup

TOMORROW'S TITLES ANNOUNCED

Andrew J. Kercher, Director of the Inter-Fraternity Basketball Committee, yesterday the team standings in the Big and Blue Inter-Fraternity League Tournament. The 1926-1927 season ended today.

Mr. Kercher stated that league honors for this year have been fairly awarded, and that the winner in each of the league's events was determined in the same manner as the previous years.

**RED AND BLUE PASSERS HAVE CHANCE FOR TITLE**

Victory Over Dartmouth Tomorrow Night Will Give Penn a Place in Final March 3, 1927

The men's basketball team is scheduled to play against Dartmouth tomorrow night. The team is currently in second place in the league, and a victory will secure them a position in the final.

**CAMPUS COMIC OPEN TO HINTS**

Campus Comic - Open Competition

For Papers on Cubical and Art Essays Called Out

The Editorial Staff of the Campus Comic has invited all students to submit papers on Cubical and Art Essays. The papers should be submitted to the Editorial Staff by March 15.

**DIAMOND MEN HOLD WORKOUT**

Fairly large group of men made up of seniors and juniors have been holding regular workouts of late.

Mr. K. R. Scott has been taking the men in the various exercises to build up their strength and endurance. The men are working hard to improve their skills and to prepare for the upcoming season.

**PSYCHOMETERS TOWARDS COLLEGE LECTURES PLANNED**

University: Engages in First Inter-College League Contest

Pennsylvania's gym team will engage in a gymnastic league contest against Dartmouth, Harvard, and Yale. The contest will take place on April 1, 1927.

**PSYCHOMETERS FOR CLASS MEETS 4 SPECIAL OPPORTUNITIES**

University: Engages in First Inter-College League Contest

The gymnastics team has been working hard to prepare for the upcoming event. The men are looking forward to the opportunity to compete against some of the best teams in the country.
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The men are working hard to improve their skills and to prepare for the upcoming season. The workouts are being held in the gym, and the men are working on various exercises to build up their strength and endurance.

**CAMPUS COMIC OPEN TO HINTS**

The Campus Comic is open to all students who wish to submit papers on Cubical and Art Essays. The deadline for submissions is March 15.
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NOTICES

Freeman Fishing—Coach Driscoll and Freeman Coach Mason will hold practice for football team on Fri. and Sat. by 1:30 P. M.

February Freshman—All Freshman entering for February who are interested in swimming and water polo report to Coach McLean at the pool daily from 3 to 6 (O'clock)

Frankie Lomaz—Candidates report daily at handball courts 12 and 4.

Donors for Rent—Franklin A. and Elepthy's Denby room for rent. Apply at office of the Vice Provost, Room 301, Old College Hall.

Chester County Students—There will be a meeting of Chester County students on Friday, February 24, at the auditorium in Division Hall at 1 P. M. for the purpose of organizing the Chester County Association. All Chester County students are urged to be present.

Basketball “Togs”—Class of Freshmen.

Complete Outfit

High in Quality—Low in Cost

Dougherty's Sport Shop
360, 52nd St.

Bender, Oll and Franks

Opticians

1827 Chestnut St.

TRY THE

U of P Caterer

3619 Woodland Ave...

FRIDAY, FEB...

STUDENTS TAKE NOTICE

We give you special rates on meals.

You can save from $10 to $20 in a Rebuilt Typewriter.

AMERICAN WRITING MACHINE CO

1029 Arch St...

52 Stores

LLOYD 181

PENNSYLVANIA 167
AT THE STANLEY

Richard Dix, who has come in great popularity through his appearance in "The Vanishing American", "The Quarter"
and other pictures, will be seen at the Stanley this week of February 26th in his latest motion picture production, "Paradise
or Two". In its support are Betty Bronson, Adele Mara and Edward Brophy. The program will often sing by the
American boost with a voice of gold, At
Dix. He is a favorite in his musical
career. Special music by the Stan-
ley Symphony Orchestra, under the
direction of Graham Harris, will fur-
ther contribute to the entertainment.
"Paradise For Two" presents Dix in
the role of an affluent young bachelor who is
a mark for every "gold-digging" girl. He
is placed in the position to marry in order
to come into possession of a fortune. He
sees a girl to pose as his wife. Betty
Bronson has that role. The natural sup-
pose is that she shall fall in love with her so that it will all be just as it should be, Production
was made by Gregory La Cava from an
original story by Howard Emmett. Dix,
La Cava's association with Dix has
resulted in three successful comedy bits:
"Womandaddy", "Let's Get Married", and
"Say It Again". It is a sparkling comedy
drawn with romance and with plenty of fun. New York City with its crowded
sidewalks and its crowded subways, and
with legions of pretty girls trying to get
on the stage, gives a fine back ground for
a story of this type.

R. F. KEITH'S

THE CLAY BOLAND - MOE JAFFE
Combined Orchestra
OFFICE 1600 BANKERS TRUST BUILDING
PHONE—PENNYPACKER 0992
CAMPUS CALLS RECEIVED BY
CLAY BOLAND, 195 WALNUT STREET—BARING 136
"the last word in music"

THE BEST THEATERS, MOVIES,
PLACES TO DINE AND DANCE

WHERE TO GO IN PHILADELPHIA

B. F. KEITH’S
CHESTNUT ST. BELOW TWELFTH

NEXT WEEK:

TAVERN

Spain's Most Fascinating Actor
With Louis Belsunce's Marlene Dietrich
Albert Gable and R. Holt

EDITH CLIFFORD
With Miss Carr at the Piano

RONIN—BILLY & ELSA NEWELL—Others

Two Shows Daily—2 & 8 P. M. \ Priced Moderately; Entire Orchestra Sat: Balcony 35c; no tax. Night—25c
H.D. tax included. (Except Saturdays & Holidays)

Rates 10% Lower Than Other Companies
One Reason Why You Should Give Preference To a Yellow

Yellow Cab
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Yellow Cab

Locust 3200
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A BROAD MINDED POLICY

As the FUNCTIONS of an educational institution become more clearly defined, greater recognition is accorded the necessity of improving the make-up and community curricula. More and more proponents are arguing that in the various courses of study as it is, from their expression of view believe that certain should be organized, the new purposed, and that the strongest underlying assumption has been overlooked.

In the face of this increased recognition, we note the announcement of an investigation which will be conducted by one of our prominent, national, educational organizations. The investigation has been suggested to us with the request that the faculty of the Wharton School in that certain suggested revisions of course groupings may be forthcoming, and that the requirement of the certain optimistic opinion.

Certainly, members of the faculty are in a position to determine the courses which a student should study in order to best fit him for the field of industry which he intends to enter. But, with the results of the proposed investigation at hand, the courses may be changed a certain manner as to make a greater appeal to the undergraduates who, by their inherent interests, are best suited for a particular vocation.

Certainly, members of the faculty are in a position to determine the courses which a student should study in order to best fit him for the field of industry which he intends to enter. But, with the results of the proposed investigation at hand, the courses may be changed a certain manner as to make a greater appeal to the undergraduates who, by their inherent interests, are best suited for a particular vocation.

THE BASKETBALL TOURNEY

Basketball teams from most of the prominent pre-collegiate institutions in the city will be on hand to compete the University for the tournament which begins tomorrow, and the Seventh Annual Intercollegiate Basketball Tournament, the boys who will find next week's basketball will be at the invitation of the Termination Management which has selected their team for any competition for the most distinguished honor. The team will the students' during their stay will reflect upon itself in charge of the tournament, but also to directly upon the student body of which the management are best representatives.

The experience of past years will be of great value in giving them a charge of the affair, but no plans are current of such, as there is no decision made by the Termination Management to be in progress, emergency situations are bound to arise which are to be published in the Bulletin. It cannot be true that rights fully to cops with them without the hearty cooperation and support of the entire student body which is to be held held upon its host.

In order to a few instances can emerge the strains of school boy athletes. The habit of a Norfolk defeat that but one with the world will suffer defeat. Respect indeed, however, of the results of the tourney it is Penang's duty, to give our students a chance to play in the tourney. The tournament will be conducted in the sense of Penang students. The outcome will reflect upon the University, whether favorably or unfavorably in the hands of the management. The tournament will be directed to the Seventh Annual Tourney as successful as the past ones have been.

THREE OPPORTUNITIES

On the front pages of yesterday's issue of the Pen and Ink there was a department which particularly attracted our attention. "Punch Bowl Announces Business Competi-
tion.," "BOT Zoo Announces Business Competition," and "Junto, Literary Quarterly, Ho-Open Business Contest" are the titles to which we have referred.

A personal of the news articles which these leads serve to introduce talk us that all of the three University publications mentioned are calling for men to compete for positions on their business boards. We further note that all of these...
COURT COMMENT

Just as of long—don't all we can say for the Cornell game played last Tuesday it was unimportant to be sure that the boys did their best off the court, appreciably so is a unique conclusion. But it's all over now and there's no use of crying over old spilt milk.

However, it must be said that they were far from playing all the time. Donaldson and Schell and the rest of the boys alike when asked after what the old hoop had to offer seemed to understand every time. From the very start fell short of the mark.

The Colonel was the outstanding man of the evening. Of the eight foul goals missed by his team, he is personally responsible for three of them.

Monday's kickoff, the visitor Bob and three guards, also deserve a bit of blame. He certainly had one ball taken from players who will be remembered as the High Aces of the Eastern Intercollegiate League.

PYLE & INNES
LEADING COLLEGE TAILORS
1115 WALNUT ST.

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT
Penndashery is now
Charter House
OF PHILADELPHIA

Our Charter House Suits and Topcoats are now here. Drop in and look them over.

Penndashery
COLLEGE MENS APPAREL
Coach-Uniforms, Shirtwaists, Sport-Suits, Sportshirts
3713 SPRUCE STREET
U. OF P. CAMPUS
"Merchandise That Expresses Personality"

THE COPPER KETTLE
3417 WALNUT ST.
Luncheon 11:30 to 2
Dinner 7:30 to 9
Breakfast 7:30 to 9
Closed Sunday

SPRAYD'S
Second Hand
Furniture Store
216 & 85 Street
Included: Tables, Chairs, Dressers, Office Stationery and Supplies

UNIVERSITY WEEK
SENIOR NIGHT
MARCH 3, 1927

SPRAYD'S
Second Hand
Furniture Store
216 & 85 Street
Included: Tables, Chairs, Dressers, Office Stationery and Supplies

SPRING FASHION SHOW
In Conjunction with the Opening of
Our New
Clothing
Balcony
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
FEBRUARY 25 & 26

Come in and see the finest shop in the country devoted exclusively to College Apparel

Yellow Lantern Cafeteria
3441 Walnut Street

EVERY DAY IN 500,000 HOMES
Freihofers
Fine Bread Is Served
Fresh From Oven
All Over the Campus

Edward Clothes hit the campus everywhere. More than 4,000 Edward Suits are worn by Penn non-college testimony that students appreciate the fine style, the faultless tailoring to individual measure supplied in Edward Clothes. Mode for you and sold direct to you.

$28.75 and $38.75

Open Daily
4:30 to 6:00

University Store
Houston Hall
Central City Store
16th & Market Streets

EDWARD CLOTHES
MADE FOR YOU

FOR THE MAN WHO FAILED

To Take Advantage
Of This Opportunity

A bit of good news. Stocktaking after our great sale shows a few hundred pairs of men's shoes which must be sold this week. We have put them in two groups.

A bit of good news. Stocktaking after our great sale shows a few hundred pairs of men's shoes which must be sold this week. We have put them in two groups.

$5.85

$8.85

Coffee—Hot Chocolate—Sandwiches

ICE CREAM
Sold at
THE HOUSTON HALL

“See—AL”

Notification

(Continued from Page Two)

To meet with M. J. T. tonight at 8 8. M. in Westwood Hall.

March—Reformed Friday, 1:00—C. 9:00—V. 7:00—W. 9:00—E. 7:00—A. 5:00—*J.

Aerial Photography—Any men who are interested in aerial photography are urged to meet Major Dravo at his office, 11th Floor Arts Building at 1:30 on Wednesday, March 3. Instruction will be given to members of the United States Flying Corps.

Swimming—the following are to report at 8:30 today for pictures: Bleecker, Johnson, McLean, McKenney, Marshall, Bleecker, Roland, Bupp, Rupp, Runyan, Carpenter, Weygandt, and Webb.

NOTICES

WINTER'S BIGGEST LITTLE DRUG STORE

New Maxazilz Opened at "Sunny's"—one of the most popular clothing stores on the University campus, will hold today the formal opening of their new manufacture baby which was finished recently. The new addition which is arranged so as to afford the utmost convenience to clients and patrons, was especially decorated with a color scheme of cream and mahogany. A large "glassine-sealed" foil-pouch keeps the tobacco in perfect condition. A couple of pipers will convince Squire Pipe that it is the world's greatest pipe tobacco... and any good judge of tobaccos will confirm the decision!

GRANGER ROUGH CUT

The highest quality loose tobacco in any form. Sold in small packages, mixed in glassine, easy to use.

Let old Squire Pipe be the judge...

His honors, old Squire Pipe is unquestionably the world's ablest judge of pipe tobaccos. Who else is by nature, training and experience so well-qualified to try a tobacco and hand down a decision on it?... So, in the case of Granger Rough Cut, the plea is that Judge Pipe's verdict be accepted as final!

To make a long brief brief: Character witnesses everywhere have sworn to Granger's sterling quality. Experts have vouched for the superiority of its rough cut. Chemists have testified that the new "glassine-sealed" foil-pouch keeps the tobacco in perfect condition.

Finally, it has been shown by using this foil-pouch (instead of a costly tin) it is possible to sell Granger at ten cents. On these arguments Granger rests its case! A couple of pipers will convince Squire Pipe that it is the world's greatest pipe tobacco... and any good judge of tobaccos will confirm the decision!
THE PENNSYLVANIAN PICTORIAL SUPPLEMENT, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1927
Price: Ten Cents

DARTMOUTH BASKETBALL TEAM WHICH PLAYS PENNSYLVANIA IN A LEAGUE GAME AT HANOVER SATURDAY NIGHT

H. S. DEY, forward.
R. W. AUSTIN, guard.
Capt. J. E. PICKEN, forward.
G. A. HEIN, center.
W. G. MEFF, guard.

MERRILL G. EHRLMAN
Arch., 1927, the Intercollegiate Rifleman Champion of the United States for 1926-27 and was also a member of the Penn-Sylvania Rifle Team. He was also co-captain of the varsity football team at Dartmouth.

DR. MCCLELLAND AND MEMBERS OF THE UNDERGRADUATE COUNCIL
who recently discussed the proposed change in the make-up of the Undergraduate Council. Reading from left to right: C. W. McMahon, W. E. Mason, Dr. G. W. McClelland, J. F. Wall and W. G. Palmer.

MERRILL G. EHRLMAN
Arch., 1927, the Intercollegiate Rifleman Champion of the United States for 1926-27 and was also a member of the Penn-Sylvania Rifle Team. He was also co-captain of the varsity football team at Dartmouth.

Intercollegiate Rifleman Champion of the United States for 1926-27 and was also a member of the Penn-Sylvania Rifle Team. He was also co-captain of the varsity football team at Dartmouth.
Your last opportunity to subscribe to the 1927 Record at the current price of $5.50. Subscription price advances to $6.00 on March 15.

SUBSCRIBE NOW
Dr. Chevalier Jackson, Professor of Bronchoscopy and Esophagoscopy in the Graduate School of Medicine, who received the Philadelphia Award consisting of a gold medal, a certificate of award, and a check for $10,000, which was founded by Edward W. Boh.

Dean Harold Pender of the Moore School of Electrical Engineering.

Dr. Francis M. Delisio, Coach of the University Gym Team. Must Vacate 137 S. Broad St. This store's business will be transferred and consolidated with our 1232 Market St. store after extensive alterations.

Final Clean-Up Sale Men's Shoes Both Stores $5 and $9 - Now $5.50
$9 to $12 - Now $7.50
All Leathers—All Styles

Zimmerman's Men's Shoes 137 S. Broad St. Open Saturday Evening

ON GREATER FRANKLIN FIELD

SUPPLEE ICE CREAM

IS SERVED

and

AT THE TRAINING TABLE

GOLD MEDAL MILK

BOTH ARE UNEXCELED

SUPPLEE-WILLS-JONES

To use this medium of advertising we are offering for a limited time only:

3 French Grey Portraits for $5.00 when accompanied by the advertisement.

For your selection a variety of proofs will be given on each sitting. How about surprising your GIRL at home with a free photograph of YOURSELF OR YOUR MOTHER, who hasn't seen her boy lately?

Reduced rates on all photographs with this advertisement.

Official Class Record Photographer for Six Consecutive Years

Sittings by appointment. Bell telephone Walnut 1763.

H. Zamsky

Portraits of Distinction 902 Chestnut Street Philadelphia, U.S.A.
A RESPECTED TRADEMARK

TRADE-MARKS ARE SAFE MEANS OF IDENTIFICATION. IT IS ONLY BY THE KNOWN TRADE NAME THAT YOU ARE ASSURED OF CERTAIN STANDARDS OF QUALITY IN THE MATTER OF SHOES. THE TRADE-MARK "WALK-OVER" HAS STOOD OUT HEAD AND SHOULDERS ABOVE ANY OTHER TRADE-MARK. NOT ALONE BECAUSE IT IS THE BIGGEST SELLING TRADE-MARK IN THE WORLD BUT MORE SO BECAUSE IT HAS STUCK STEADFASTLY TO A HIGH STANDARD OF QUALITY IN MATERIAL, DESIGN AND WORKMANSHIP.

WE RESPECT THE WALK-OVER TRADE-MARK BECAUSE WE HAVE CONFIDENCE IN THE MANUFACTURER TO MAINTAIN THAT HIGH STANDARD OF QUALITY.

OUR PATRONS RESPECT THE WALK-OVER PRODUCT BECAUSE THEY HAVE CONFIDENCE IN OUR EXPERTLY TRAINED SHOE FITTERS AND STORE SERVICE.

OUR COMPETITORS RESPECT THE WALK-OVER NAME BECAUSE IT STANDS FOR ALL THAT IS GOOD IN FOOTWEAR.

YOU, TOO, WILL LIKE IT AFTER YOUR FIRST TRIAL.

Harper's Walk-Over Shops
1022 Chestnut Street
1228 Market Street

THE JOHN C. WINSTON CO.
Right in the Heart of the Business District

THE JOSEPH WHARTON ALOVE OF THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
This alcove, one of the most interesting sections of the library, contains one thousand books and is located in the General Alcove Room.

TED AND BETTY HERLY IN "A NIGHT IN SPAIN"
Well known artists in "A Night in Spain", the new Shubert Review now current at The Chestnut St. Opera House

PAUL DAVENPORT
Captain of the Red and Blue dribblers, whose brilliant playing this season has been a great aid in advancing Pennsylvania in the league this season.

IF YOU have experienced delays, mistakes, overcharges, or unsatisfactory results in your printed matter, why not end your annoyance now by employing us?

CATALOGS, examination papers and forms, should be really neat, clearly printed in type and at reasonable prices. Examinations are given in various types of work. Our expert staff will make your manuscript as good as new or better. We can take care of all your printing, galley or type, printing or binding, commercial printing, typing, advertise, complete service from manuscript to book, school and college books, etc.

In all respects, all are backed by our guarantee that we work to the best advantage of the people who employ us for that particular service.

THE JOHN C. WINSTON COMPANY
PRINTERS
PUBLISHERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF BOOKS AND BOUND PAPERS
BINDERS
WINSTON BUILDING - 1006-1018 ARCH STREET - PHILADELPHIA

PHOTOGRAPhS IN THIS AND FORMER ISSUES OF THE PICTORIAL

MAY BE SECURED IN ANY SIZE AND QUANTITY

By writing to the Pictorial Business Manager, 3451 Woodland Avenue

Passport photos taken by appointment 75c A HALF DOZEN